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The FEI Level I course for coaches was organized in Lithuania for the first time on June 9-12, 

2014 with FEI Tutor Mr. Fuat Unver from Turkey. 

 

The nine coaches attending the course, including one participant from Estonia, were all enthusiastic 

and mostly young coaches. Most participants spoke good English. The guinea pig riders were also 

young riders on young horses, but well prepared, open minded and talented enough to perform 

well for lessons. The equestrian center “Bendoriai” in Vilnius had conveniently seminar space, 

indoor and outdoor arenas all close together. The small group, good quality riding center, lack of 

language barriers and good planning made the course very efficient.  

The feedback from the course was very positive. Most of all, the participants appreciated the group 

work and professional feedback from the tutor. “It is not often that you can bring together 

dressage riders, show jumpers and eventers and have them working so harmoniously together, 

genuinely helping and supporting each other”. The participants had to work a lot and at the end, 

everyone felt they had acquired new skills which will give them long term benefits in becoming 

better coaches.  

The tutor gave valuable advice for the Lithuania Equestrian Federation about organizing national 

level coaching system based on the FEI system. So, the benefit from the course was not only for 

individual riding coaches but also for the development of riding sports in Lithuania. 

 

  

 



 
 

 
 

  

 

The participants from Lithuania and Estonia enjoyed conversations and challenging questions by 

tutor. At the last day, the tutor received his own challenge from the owners of the equestrian center 

“Bendoreliai” by having to manage driving course with one of their champion driving horses.  

       

               


